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C:\Program Files\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\7.0\bin\dx.exe -U The following scenarios are available for TMagRas:
1. DLL based Delphi and C++ components - can be included in your project in the same way as your other
components. No installation is required. For more information see the demos and examples. 2. ActiveX control requires no installation, it is part of your project and can be used in VCL, VCL Forms, or VCL DataBind
applications. The following components are included with TMagRas: * Dialer - handles dialling to both Voice IP
and PSTN connections. Allows you to dial a local or international number. * DialerMonitor - this component
displays the state of your connections in a tree view. It can be used as a dialer monitor, or as a combined dialer and
monitor. * CallMonitor - displays call performance information for connections. Allows you to see call setup,
transfer, receive, hang up, and other information. * DialLog - keeps a log of your calls. You can view the log from
within TMagRas, or view it in the Windows event viewer. * DialerTree - displays the state of your connections in a
tree view. * DialerMonitorTree - displays call performance information for connections in a tree view. *
DialerMonitorTreeDemo - allows you to see call performance information for connections in a tree view. *
Phonebook - can be used to create and edit phonebooks. Note: Phonebook is not available in Delphi 2003. *
PhoneBookDemo - allows you to create and edit phonebooks. Note: Phonebook is not available in Delphi 2003. *
PhoneBookTree - displays the state of your phonebooks in a tree view. * PhonebookTreeDemo - displays
phonebook entries in a tree view. * PhonebookTreeDemo1 - this is an example demonstrating how to display
multiple entries in a tree view. * PhonebookTreeDemo2 - this is an example demonstrating how to display multiple
entries in a tree view. * RASPerfDemo - this shows how to display performance information for a single channel. *
RASPerfDemo2 - this shows how to display performance information for a single channel.
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TMagRas includes the KEYMACRO 2000 macros for the most popular Windows Dial Up Networking products,
including Winlogon, NetMeeting, TZRAS and Remote Desktop Connection. These macros make it easy to dial
RAS-enabled Windows NT4, Windows 2000, or Windows XP computers, and to transfer data from and to remote
hosts. They also support incoming call monitoring in NT4 and outgoing call monitoring in Windows 2000. For
more information on the macros, see our product page. License: The license for the TMagRas components is the
same as for our Windows 2000 and Windows XP macros, $40USD, which is the same price as the macros for
Windows NT4. Website: Download: GitHub: Description: TMagRas is a useful set of installable Delphi non-visual
components supplied with several demo and example programs and a help file, for accessing Dial Up Networking
or Remote Access Services functions. It allows Delphi developers to add full RAS functionality to their
applications, including dialling and monitoring multiple connections, creating and editing phonebooks (without
using Windows dialogs), and getting performance information for connections. TMagRas supports Windows 95,
98, ME, NT4, 2000, XP and 2003, allowing an application to support all the various RAS extensions in NT, W2K
and XP, including sub entries for multi- channel ISDN connections. Performance statistics are returned separately
for each connection in NT4 and each channel in W2K. Incoming calls to NT4 RAS Server may be monitored.
Requirements: KEYMACRO Description: TMagRas includes the KEYMACRO 2000 macros for the most popular
Windows Dial Up Networking products, including Winlogon, NetMeeting, TZRAS and Remote Desktop
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Connection. These macros make it easy to dial RAS-enabled Windows NT4, Windows 2000, or Windows XP
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Delphi RAS Software for 32 bit Delphi; download here: Windows XP and Server 2003 only. For Windows XP, the
VC++ redistributable package must be installed in Delphi: C:\Program Files\Borland\DynASM\DynASM-vc6.exe.
This package is supplied with the product. For Windows Server 2003, the copy of the VC++ redistributable
package can be found here: MSSQL and MySQL support on NT4 and W2K. You will need the following
components installed for RAS to work: MSSQL: Windows 2000, MSSQL 2000 or 2000, v3.5 or later. MSSQL
SQL Server 2000 or later MySQL: 5.0.x, 6.0 or 6.5 MySQL 5.0.x is the minimum version supported. These
components are included in the TMagRas distribution: SQL Server 2000 or later MySQL 5.0.x or later Compiling:
You must install the components you want to use in Delphi. As a test, install the following components: Delphi,
Borland Delphi 6, C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\TMagRas\src C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\bin C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\lib Compile
the following files from the TMagRas folder: C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\as_obj.dpr
C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\as_unit.dpr C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\as_type.dpr
C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\common.dpr C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\dll_module.dpr
C:\Trinsic\TMagRas\src\DSL\dlg.dpr C:\Tr

What's New In Delphi TMagRas Component?
Add full RAS functionality to your Delphi applications, and use the non-visual TMagRas component to create,
monitor and access a dial-up network connection. Dial Up Networking (RAS) is a system for controlling a user's
computer from a distance over a telephone line. It can be used to transfer files, run remote applications and/or
manage multiple, simultaneous connections. TMagRas allows you to access RAS functions without using Windows
dialogs, by setting up an abstract Dial-up Dialable Point (DDP) server program, and the Telnet connection requests
a DDP to route to. When the dial-up program receives a telnet connection request from the remote machine, it
passes it on to the DDP program. The DDP program can be either a traditional DDP that routes the connection to a
remote machine, or a peer-to-peer DDP that uses the connection as a two-way connection, sending and receiving
messages back and forth between the remote machine and the machine at the other end of the connection.
TMagRas can also be used for remote monitoring of a single connection. This is useful when an application needs
to detect the existence and status of a remote connection, for example, to determine if a user's computer has been
disconnected from the network, or to access a connection. TMagRas supports Windows 95, 98, ME, NT4, 2000,
XP and 2003, allowing an application to support all the various RAS extensions in NT, W2K and XP, including sub
entries for multi-channel ISDN connections. Performance statistics are returned separately for each connection in
NT4 and each channel in W2K. Incoming calls to NT4 RAS Server may be monitored. Requirements: ￭ Delphi
Delphi TMagRas Component Description: Add full RAS functionality to your Delphi applications, and use the nonvisual TMagRas component to create, monitor and access a dial-up network connection. Dial Up Networking
(RAS) is a system for controlling a user's computer from a distance over a telephone line. It can be used to transfer
files, run remote applications and/or manage multiple, simultaneous connections. TMagRas allows you to access
RAS functions without using Windows dialogs, by setting up an abstract Dial-up Dialable Point (DDP) server
program, and the Telnet connection requests a DDP to route to. When the dial-up program receives a telnet
connection request from the remote machine, it passes it on to the DDP program. The DDP program can be either
a traditional DDP that routes the connection to a remote machine, or a peer-to-peer DDP that uses the connection
as a two-way connection, sending and receiving messages back and forth between the remote machine and the
machine at the other end
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System Requirements:
Here are all the system requirements for Scribblenauts: Unlimited. OS: Windows: 8.1 (64-bit) Windows: 7 (64-bit)
Windows: Vista (64-bit) Windows: XP (32-bit) Mac OS X 10.7 and 10.8 Linux: 6.0 and 7.1 iOS: 5.0 and 6.0
Android: 2.3.3 and 4.0.3 (API 10 or higher)
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